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Book Descriptions:

Draper Manual Screen

Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper account number. Register
now!Send a message toOur 118 years of experience has given us the tools to develop solutions for
today and look ahead at what solutions will be needed. We foresaw the need to install and wire a
recessed screen case ahead of time, and keep the increasingly important viewing surface safe and
clean for later installation, and patented the Access concept. We aren’t just designing your dreams.
We’re designing the future.Whether it’s a notion, a napkin drawing, or a CAD rendering, our
designers will engineer the perfect solution. Our agile engineering and manufacturing capabilities
allow us to provide the perfect custom solution—even if you’re the only one who will ever use
it.We’ve been doing it since 1957, and continually upped our game. We’ve spent millions of dollars
on specialized equipment and training to produce high quality, high performing solutions.Draper
products are distributed in more than 100 countries.Rather than cut some users out of the picture by
developing a proprietary automation system, we make sure our products can be used with any third
party control system, including Control4 and Crestron. Draper also provides a wide range of control
solutions for our motorized projection screens.Our experience includes developing solutions for
markets including commercial, architectural, public, education, houses of worship, healthcare,
residential, military, hospitality, retail, entertainment, simulation, museum, energy, and
transportation markets.Our unsurpassed screen technology delivers them. Draper TecVision viewing
surfaces are 8Kready and ISFcertified for color accuracy, and feature solutions to handle ambient
light, dim projectors, wide viewing angles, high dynamic range HDR, ultrahighdefinition UHD,
acoustical transparency, and more.Draper tests all of our projection screen viewing surfaces to make
sure they meet our standards in nearly 30
areas.http://www.marcth.pl/media/fck/cook-orthopedic-manual-therapy(1).xml

draper manual screen, draper luma manual projection screen, draper manual
projection screen, draper motorized screen manual.

We conduct followup tests to make sure standards continue to be met. Screen surfaces that don’t
meet our strict guidelines are not used. In addition, every screen we build is tested before it leaves
our facility.We’ve been manufacturing our products in Spiceland, Indiana, since 1902. Our domestic
production ensures high quality and shorter lead times.Our TecVision line of premium projection
viewing surfaces is among the mosthonored products in the AV industry. TecVision products have
received 19 industry awards, and have been shortlisted for the prestigious AV Awards and CEDIA
Awards. In all, Draper projector screen products have received nearly 30 awards in the past four
years.Cramped spaces, huge venues, welllit conference centers, missioncritical control centers, and
medical imaging—whatever installation or ambient environment challenges you face, we have a
solution. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper account number.
Register now!Send a message toThe Luma 2 is simple in design, yet engineered with heavy gauge
components to provide years of dependable operation. This freehanging, fiberglassbacked projection
screen maintains flatness thanks to the weight of the screen and bottom dowel. Black finish available
upon request.Virtually any size within the maximum shown for a given model is available. Please call
for pricing on special sizes. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper
account number. Register now!Send a message toMatching endcaps form universal hanging
brackets providing easy wall or ceiling installation. Extra drop above image area available upon
request.Virtually any size within the maximum shown for a given model is available. Please call for
pricing on special sizes. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper account
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number. Register now!Send a message toThe bottom closure panel provides access to all
components for easier service and
maintenance.http://proclima-membranes.ru/userfiles/file/cook-manual-transom-jack.xml

Installation of the case during the initial phase of construction eliminates job site damage, allowing
for installation of the screen at a later time. Mounting brackets may add to case dimensions, see
Submittal in the Technical Documents tab for details. Black side borders are available on request for
AV format Screens.Virtually any size within the maximum shown for a given model is available.
Please call for pricing on special sizes. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a
Draper account number. Register now!Send a message toLock and load brackets make this screen
easy to install, while remaining barely visible. This freehanging, fiberglassbacked projection screen
maintains flatness thanks to the weight of the screen and bottom dowel. Extra drop above image
area available upon request. Black side borders are available for AV format upon request.Virtually
any size within the maximum shown for a given model is available. Please call for pricing on special
sizes. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper account number. Register
now!Send a message toClick a screen model to see the available options. To find the perfect screen
model for your application, use the filters below to select your mounting method, viewing surface
type, and size range. Download PDF Access Fit E Electric Projection Screen Engineered with
compact housing less than 6” tall, the ceilingrecessed Access FIT E electric projection screen fits
tighter ceiling spaces. Download PDF Ultimate Access V Electric Projection Screen Complete
concealment and smooth clean design makes the ceilingrecessed Ultimate Access V ideal for
boardrooms, midsized training rooms, universities, or home theaters. Download PDF Premier XL
Electric Projection Screen Ideal for conference rooms, classrooms, or home theaters, the economical
Premier XL wall or ceilingmounted electric projection screen features a tabtensioned viewing
surface.

Download PDF Silhouette V Electric Projection Screen With slender dimensions, the electric,
tabtensioned, wall or ceilingmounted Silhouette V projection screen features a contemporary design.
Download PDF Artisan V Electric Projection Screen The Artisan V electric, wall or ceilingmounted,
tabtensioned projection screen offers quality engineering with style. This screen features either a
solid, handrubbed hardwood or plastic laminate case with an array of colors, finishes, or custom
color matching to the existing interior decor. Download PDF Envoy Electric Projection Screen This
lowcost, ceilingrecessed, electric projection screen provides a clean appearance when fully retracted
making the Envoy perfect for meeting rooms, executive facilities, or conference and training centers.
Download PDF Cineperm Fixed Projection Screen Designed to be wallmounted, suspended from a
ceiling, or flown, Cineperm features an economical, fixed screen that is versatile. Download PDF
Clarion Fixed Projection Screen With a truly flat viewing surface, the fixed frame Clarion projection
screen features better image quality. The value of a fixed frame is the method used to attach the
screen to the frame. Download PDF Onyx Fixed Projection Screen Sharper image quality makes the
fixed frame Onyx projection screen ideal for control centers, boardrooms, training centers, home
theaters, or any application that requires better image quality. Download PDF RoadWarrior Portable
Projection Screen The rugged portable RoadWarrior projection screen features pneumatic cylinders
for easy setup. Simply put it on the floor, open the case, and lift with one finger to the desired
height. Download PDF Traveller Portable Projection Screen This lightweight, portable projection
screen offers a clean, simple design with a black “rise” below the image area. An infinitely
adjustable telescoping mast provides fast, easy setup by locking with a twist to position the screen at
the desired height.

https://www.becompta.be/emploi/dreambox-500-hd-manual-user

Download PDF Luma Manual Projection Screen The choice for classrooms or boardrooms, the Luma
wall or ceilingmounted, freehanging, manual springroller projection screen features an attractive
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scratchresistant pentagonal case. Download PDF Premier C Manual Projection Screen The
crankoperated Premier C wallor ceilingmounted, tabtensioned projection screen features a crank
handle for enhanced screen security. Download PDF Silhouette M Manual Projection Screen The
wall or ceilingmounted Silhouette M manual, springroller projection screen features complete
retraction of the screen and dowel inside the case for a clean, streamlined exterior. Download PDF
Paragon V Electric Projection Screen The wall or ceilingmounted Paragon V electric projection
screen is Draper’s largest tabtensioned screen. Its size makes it ideal for auditoriums or lecture
halls. Tabtensioned screens provide a perfectly flat viewing surface with better image quality.
Download PDF Cinefold Portable Folding TrussStyle A portable folding projection screen, the
TrussStyle Cinefold features an extra rigid trussstyle frame that accommodates large audience
presentations. Engineered with special frame stiffeners, heavyduty leg stabilizers, and antisway
stabilizers to provide extra reinforcement and durability. Download PDF Access FIT V
CeilingRecessed, TabTensioned, Electric The slim case design of the Access FIT V ceilingrecessed,
tabtensioned, electric projection screen provides easy installation above the ceiling—perfect for
small conference or multipurpose rooms and home theaters. Download PDF Access V Motorized,
CeilingRecessed, TabTensioned The Access V is a motorized, ceilingrecessed projection screen with
a steel white case that installs above the ceiling. A trim flange finishes the ceiling opening for a
clean appearance. Download PDF StageScreen FreeStanding or Flown The freestanding or flown
StageScreen features interchangeable frame pieces.

All available sizes utilize combinations of the same frame sections; these interchangeable parts make
it easy to reuse frame pieces to create different size viewing formats. All Rights Reserved. Privacy
Policy Terms and Conditions Cookie Policy Site Map Get a Quote Today Fill out your information
below and we will get in touch with you about providing the perfect Pro AV solution for your needs.
Email This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Using stampedeglobal.com
means you agree to our use of cookies. We have published a new cookies policy, which you should
read to find out more about the cookies we use. Ok View Cookies Policy. It is designed for small to
medium sized spaces. The Luma has an attractive pentagonal steel case with a scratchresistant
white polyester finish and matching endcaps. The endcaps form universal hanging brackets for
attachment to wall or ceiling. Frictionfree closure. Viewing surface shall be flame and mildew
resistant. Matt White XT1000E and Contrast Grey XH800E viewing surfaces are certified to
GREENGUARD standards for low chemical emissions into indoor air during product usage. With
matching universal mounting brackets. Fabric securely attached to onepiece rigid steel roller.
Bottom of viewing surface attached to weighted dowel. Saddle and pull attached by screws. Please
try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your
search again later.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Heavy
gauge endcaps form universal hanging brackets for attachment to wall, ceiling or map rail hooks.

Your choice of a conventional viewing surface fiberglass matt white, glass beaded or High Contrast
Grey. For small to medium sized groupsLet us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing
History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. Ideal for small to
medium sized audiences, the Draper Luma features a spring roller mechanism housed in a steel
pentagonal case that comes with a scratch resistant white polyester finish and matching endcaps.
Please use live chat or leave a message for a quick callback from our team.Combine the perfect
screen with the perfect control option and you have a quality product that delivers quality and
performance. Click here to find just the right surface for your screen. The viewing surface is flat for
impressive picture quality. Draper has a permanently tensioned screen to fit your needs. Check the



link below for a wide array of front and rear projection, table top and folding portable projection
screens that set up in minutes. All of Drapers manual screens feature the same quality build and are
individually inspected so you can be confident the final projected image will look excellent. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. Do Not Sell My Personal Information. All other company or product names
mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. PR, AK,
HI and Military Boxes, please contact our sales specialists for freight quotes. We will still offer other
expedited shipping methods, such as 3day, 2day and overnight delivery for an additional charge.
Truck shipments will be tailgate delivery; inside delivery and other special arrangements may incur
additional charges.Regardless of the shipping method selected, each item has a lead time prior to
shipment, which is generally stated on the product page.Regardless of the shipping method selected,
each item has a lead time prior to shipment PR, AK, HI and Military Boxes, please contact our sales
specialists for freight quotes.

on every item in our network of websites. We will still offer other expedited shipping methods, such
as 3day, 2day and overnight delivery for an additional charge. Truck shipments will be tailgate
delivery; inside delivery and other special arrangements may incur additional charges.Regardless of
the shipping method selected, each item has a lead time prior to shipment, which is generally stated
on the product details page. Draper Luma Series Manual Projector Screens The Luma line of
projection screens are manual spring roller operated, wall or ceiling mounted projector screens.
Typically ideal for small to medium sized group presentations, the Luma is an affordable solution for
most applications. The Luma is housed in a pentagonal steel case with a scratchresistant white
polyester finish and matching endcaps. The endcaps form universal hanging brackets for attachment
to the wall or ceiling.Preferred viewing surface in educational and commercial markets. A matt
white surface diffuses projected light in all directions, so the image can be seen from any angle.
Offers accurate color rendition, and superior clarity due to its smooth, nonembossed surface.
Requires adequate provision for the control of ambient light in the audience area. This surface is
GREENGUARD Children and Schools certified. Our fulfilment centers are operating and able to ship
out instock projectors, screens and audio equipment. Start Saving!We proudly offer FREE GROUND
SHIPPING on ALL of our products to the continental U.S. Need it Now Contact us today for
expedited shipping options. An educated consumer will make the best choices for an amazing AV
experience. When they say they are passionate about projection, they really mean it.” It is very likely
that the manufacturer may not honor your products warranty, or that your product was never
intended for the US market to begin with. Since then they have become a major player.

Their screens are frequently found in classrooms and boardrooms across the country.In the
motorized category they offer a variety of nontensioned Salara and Targa and as well as tensioned
Premier electric. In the recessed category they offer the Access manual, Access motorized and
Envoy series. For larger venues they offer the Paragon. In the portable category they offer a variety
of tripod and fastfold designs. One of their most popular options is the Ultimate Folding Screen
which can be paired with front or rear projection surfaces. In the fixed category Draper offers many
options, one of which is the Profile which can be sizealtered with varying frame pieces. Their Stage
Screen is an ideal fixed design for super large venues as it can be made into sizes that are stadium
worth and be flown hung from chains without the risk of bowing.Whether you need a manual,
electric or portable solution, Draper offers an option. They also offer custom sizing. Please speak
with one our experienced specialists for more information on how to find the perfect solution for
you.In fact, many of your favorite television commentators that speak remotely are likely using a
Draper solution.Some of the high gain options are designed specifically for passive 3D application,
while others are designed for high ambient light environments. The TecVision is a highly specialized
surface; because of this we require that our customers discuss the application it will be used in
before ordering.It can withstand more wind than your average screen solution. Draper also offers it
with a variety of housing finishes in order to match your preferred outdoor decor.Perhaps you have a



beautiful pipe organ, stained glass artwork, or just need a the space available for other purposes.
Draper has designed a motorized boom arm that allows you to swivel your screen on an angle to use
when you wish to use your permanently mounted screen.They offer in vertical format 12’ x 18’ and
horizontal format 18’ x 12’.

This is a perfect solution for the large space where you don’t always wish for the large flag to be
showing.Save 5% off both. The Luma 2 is simple in design, yet engineered with heavy gauge
components to provide years of dependable operation. This freehanging, fiberglassbacked projection
screen maintains flatness thanks to the weight of the screen and bottom dowel.Preferred viewing
surface in educational and commercial markets. A matt white surface diffuses projected light in all
directions, so the image can be seen from any angle. Offers accurate color rendition, and superior
clarity due to its smooth, nonembossed surface. Requires adequate provision for the control of
ambient light in the audience area. Unity gain with a panoramic 180 degree cone.Terms and
conditions. To keep shipping costs low, products that ship in 5 days or less may ship with products
with longer lead times. If you have any questions, please call or chat a Sales expert. The protective
steel case is covered with a scratchresistant white polyester finish that stays looking great for years.
Choose your screen with a fiberglass matte white or high contrast gray viewing surface. Available in
square screen and full screen sizes. Just click one of the links for more information and to start your
order online. Or call us at 18002602776 for answers to your questions, price quotes, custom pricing
or to place a phone order. Class Power Point use. Watch your inbox for exclusive coupon offers, sales
alerts, and updates about new products. Join nearly 150,000 fans in following along with School
Outfitters. Fill in the optional information. By using this site you accept the use of cookies. Ok
Euroscreen stands for high quality and customised AV products, developed and manufactured in
Sweden. Euroscreen stands for high quality and customised AV products, developed and
manufactured in Sweden. We finetune our products to fit your needs, while maintaining short lead
times and high quality.

Shop ShopMessage Stylish designs to discover daily. Shop ShopMessage Classic home. Comfortable
cost. Shop ShopMessage The best of modern, priced for real life. With slender dimensions and a
contemporary design this screen is sure to look good in any room. Hanging brackets that are
selfconcealing, ensure that there will be no fasteners in sight and since the screen and dowel retract
completely inside the case this screen is sure to give you a clean look. This screen also features the
AutoReturn Roller, which allows the surface to be gently raised back into the case with a simple tug
on the handle or pull cord. AutoReturn Spring Roller includes a builtin inertia reduction mechanism.
With AutoReturn the screen unrolls in the conventional manner, then slowly and gently retracts to
the closed position on its own after a simple tug on the handle. If you want NextDay, we can save the
other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay
delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart,
save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with
saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.Learn more All Rights
Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference number
Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we
are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or distributed to a
third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank
you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you!
Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re
having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Courtesy of Draper, Inc.

When planning an AV system, you have a lot of Here are a few choices you may face. Portable
screens are also used in facilities where the screen may need to be The use of a pool of AV
equipment to serve a number of A complete AV system is designed to The tubular case can sit on In



some cases, the In a home setting, a Many use snaps for attachment; the snaps The most attractive
fixed How should that roller be operated. Three options are available It can be integrated with For
this reason, its usually easier to install a And crankoperated Most manual screens have freehanging
viewing Viewing Surfaces. Ceilingrecessed installation However, it is necessary to cut an opening in
the ceiling—a significant project Different case styles are. Any additional quantity will be at regular
price. Any additional quantity will be at regular price.Includes the AutoReturn Spring Roller. For
small to medium sized groups. Springroller operated. Housed in pentagonal steel case with a
scratchresistant white polyester finish and matching endcaps. Endcaps form universal hanging
brackets for attachment to wall or ceiling. The AutoReturn Spring Roller includes a builtin inertia
reduction mechanism. With AutoReturn the screen unrolls in the conventional manner, then slowly
and gently retracts to the closed position on its own after a simple tug on the handle. Intermediate
stop positions allow you to lower or raise the screen completely, or stop at any point in between.
Prevents potential damage to the dowel or screen surface through repeated impact with the case.
Search for articles on other products. All Rights Reserved. Includes the AutoReturn Roller. An
attractive, practical choice wherever a large springroller screen is required. Simple in design and.
More Is This Item Right For Me Ask Our Experts Includes the AutoReturn Roller. An attractive,
practical choice wherever a large springroller screen is required. Simple in design and rugged in
construction.

Constructed entirely of heavy gauge components for years of dependable operation.The AutoReturn
Spring Roller includes a builtin inertia reduction mechanism. With AutoReturn the screen unrolls in
the conventional manner, then slowly and gently retracts to the closed position on its own after a
simple tug on the handle. Screen surface retracts slowly and smoothly into the case, slowing even
more as it approaches its upper limit. Intermediate stop positions allow you to lower or raise the
screen completely, or stop at any point in between. Prevents potential damage to the dowel or
screen surface through repeated impact with the case. Learn more and update here Price and
shipping values may not be current if you continue to print this page. Simple in design and rugged in
construction. Constructed entirely of heavy gauge components for years of dependable operation.
Refer to the manufacturer for additional explanations. Refer to the manufacturer for additional
explanations. Please try again later.Select the bid price below.Select the bid price below.Your order
will be reviewed and you will be advised if any changes are required. Your order will be reviewed
and you will be advised if any changes are required. Your order will be reviewed and you will be
advised if any changes are required. You will have to delete one item from the basket in order to add
a new one. Alternatively, you can create a new basket.You will need to add your information to the
line again including line notes, end users, and special bids. Please remove a product from your
favorites list before you add a new one. Its case and endcaps have a scratchresistant, white polyester
finish. The case is designed to be attractive, sturdy and frictionfree. A pull cord is factory attached
for all sizes 70inches wide and larger.Call 8888810812. All of our manual projector screens come in
multiple sizes and custom screen sizes are available.

With one of the most comprehensive product lines in the world, we have a projection screen for
every need. If you are confused with so many projection screen choices we have screen experts
ready to help. Please call 18886860551. Focused Technology is dedicated to ensuring that you get
the right projector screen for your needs. Please call 18886860551 for help from one of our
projector screen experts. For small to medium sized groups.For small to medium sized groups.
AutoReturn Spring Roller to ensure a gentle return of the fabric in to the roller. AutoReturn Spring
Roller to ensure a gentle return of the fabric in to the roller.Designed for small to medium rooms.
Most Sizes Ship Same Day.Manual crank system operation.AutoReturn roller ensures a gentle return
of the fabric into the roller.No visible fasteners or hanging brackets. Available in white, black or
dove grey.No visible fasteners or hanging brackets. Available in white, black or dove grey.Includes
the AutoReturn Spring Roller to ensure a gentle return of the fabric in to the roller. Screens with



CSR ensure a quiet and controlled return to the case. It is manually operated with a rope and
concealed nylon pulley system.AutoReturn roller ensures a gentle return of the fabric in to the
roller.AutoReturn roller ensures a gentle return of the fabric in to the roller. This screen features
Drapers Tab Tensioning System that delivers a perfectly flat viewing surface and provides for
amazing picture quality that meets the exacting requirements of largescreen video and data
projection. Simply operated by a slim polished aluminum crank that can be removed for storage,
when not in use. Both the steel case with matching end caps and special tensioning dowel are
finished in flat black. The perfect matt white diffusing surface is recommended for use with all types
of projectors, provided ambient light can be reasonably controlled.

This surface will reflect a uniformly bright image over a complete 180 degree viewing cone with
precise resolution and accurate color balance. Comes backed by a 1 year warranty from Draper. Did
you know that custom drops can be added to the top or bottom of your screen in either black or
white. Let us help you with your custom screen needs. To request a quote for a different
configuration please call us at 8889993759, click here to email us, or via Live Chat. When your
presentation is completed, the screen retracts into its casing leaving a clean installation scene. The
front fascia is removable for rapid access to both the roller and fabric to expedite servicing. The
Silhouette M casing comes standard with a white aluminium finish. Give it a quick rating We knew
the NZ film industry was at a disadvantage so in 2010 we decided to take this issue into our own
hands. We built up Rubber Monkey by making sure we had top products, top staff, and top
relationships with our customers. Newtown. Wellington 6021 Grafton. Auckland 1023.
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